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ABOUT THE PROJECT 

Token CashPaysocial project for charitable purposes. 
 
May 25, 2020 created a smart contract on the Ethereum platform (ERC20)... Total number of 

coins 1,000,000 TCP. 
 
When creating a smart contract, a fixed number of 1,000,000 TCP tokens was provided. It is 

impossible to increase the number of tokens. 
 

As you understand, no white paper and no lawyers' conclusion will solve the problem of the 
project in the long-term development. Everything, first of all, depends on the developers and the 
project community. Information written in white papers may be just fake. 

There are plenty of fraudulent projects. Let's remember the recent ones as GST, BIO, ML, etc. 
all of these prospectuses had a Whitepaper and other documents, but the goal was the same, to 
collect money from investors and hide. 
 

From words to deeds. 
 
Token CashPay is inherently a universal trading, payment, investment tool, and is designed to 

work with Internet wallets, payment systems such as SWIFT, etc. 
 
The token is free and is not a charity token of the project. 
The charity itself is not obligatory in the project, we transfer, as we can, funds to a charitable 

foundation that provide assistance to seriously ill children. 
Those who do not want to show their bank card and account details, as well as remain 

incognito, can make a donation through our project in cryptocurrency. 
Also, we would be happy to receive any donation and for the very development of the TCP 

token. 
You just need to send funds in cryptocurrency to the specified wallet addresses and write to us 

by mail, for which firs the donation was made (for children or for a token). 
We publish information about translations on the site, everything in our project is open and 

honest.  
Many people think that the project is scammers, in fact, everything is not so. If you do not trust 

us, you can make a donation in fiat on your own through the charitable foundations indicated on the 
website. 

 

We work with two funds: "Help save a life" and "Gift a life"... 

 
 

https://pszh.ru/
https://podari-zhizn.ru/main/
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Token CashPay is not linked to securities, precious metals, fiat, etc. It is a free token that can 
be used in any area of crypto activity. 

 
We do not form a cumulative “bubble”, for example, like the same HYIPs and pyramids. Stable 

profitability from our project over time is guaranteed and achieved through massive monetary 
interventions based on the technologies of using and applying high-quality trading, as well as 
increasing the community, developing marketing, which allows us in the needy to additionally support 
the TCP token that is necessary for the project. 

 
You can not be afraid to invest in a TCP project, do not get rid of the coin as soon as possible, 

just use TCP for hold, the period will come when you will get a good profit. We are constantly working 
on new ideas and opportunities, but without the community, this is difficult to do. Together with you, 
we will achieve positive success. 
 

TCP Token Allocation 

 

 

Currently, 96% of tokens are entered from the cold 

wallets of the project. 

Dear community, please, hold a token, invest at% or send to 

the created pools. Do not drain the token for the first time in 

minutes, so we will not achieve anything and will not do 

anything within the specified time frame. 

Team 10% 

Community & Marketing 10% 

Reserve fund 10% 

Token Sale 40% 

Airdrop 30% 
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Short 

The project provides for three stages of development from 2020 to 2023. 
Charitable foundations are presented on the website page: https://tcpcoins.net/charity 

In the process of project development, everything can change, and therefore it is necessary to 
monitor our social networks for fresh news. 
 

Current position the project enters an active phase of development and is gaining 
momentum, and this is helped by the community, with which we will reach the intended goal... 

The importance of the project is gaining momentum every day and already returning to the 
cryptographic environment. 

Token CashPay has been added on 8 exchanges. 

Social networks created: 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5270951 

 
https://twitter.com/CashPay13 
 
https://t.me/TCashPay 
 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/TCashPay 
 
https://discord.com/invite/EWqqBu4 

 

https://medium.com/@CashPay 
 
https://linkedin.com/in/CashPay 

 
https://www.reddit.com/user/FatyGroup/comments/gy3td3/token_cashpay_tcp 

 
https://blockfolio.canny.io/coin-requests/p/token-cashpay 

 

Forums: 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5270951 

https://cryptotalk.org/topic/105491-token-tcp-
%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B5%D0%BA%D1%82%D0%B0-cahpay/?tab= comments # 
comment-7086084 

https://bitalk.org/threads/29159 

https://tcpcoins.net/charity
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5270951
https://twitter.com/CashPay13
https://t.me/TCashPay
https://www.facebook.com/groups/TCashPay
https://discord.com/invite/EWqqBu4
https://medium.com/@CashPay
https://linkedin.com/in/CashPay
https://www.reddit.com/user/FatyGroup/comments/gy3td3/token_cashpay_tcp
https://blockfolio.canny.io/coin-requests/p/token-cashpay
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5270951
https://cryptotalk.org/topic/105491-token-tcp-%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B5%D0%BA%D1%82%D0%B0-cahpay/?tab=comments#comment-7086084
https://cryptotalk.org/topic/105491-token-tcp-%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B5%D0%BA%D1%82%D0%B0-cahpay/?tab=comments#comment-7086084
https://cryptotalk.org/topic/105491-token-tcp-%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B5%D0%BA%D1%82%D0%B0-cahpay/?tab=comments#comment-7086084
https://bitalk.org/threads/29159
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ATTENTION! 

Active community participation is required, as well as 

the help of investors for additional listing on exchanges 

(VVC, ProBit, WhiteBIT, P2PB2B, Exrates, Coinsbit), as well as a wallet with SWFT 

Blockchain exchange. 
 

 

Stayed questions, contact: 
Telegram: @TCashPay 
Electronic post office: faty@tcpcoins.net 

 
 

Conclusion 

Dear community, remember that no one is immune from risks. 

We are responsible ourselves, and we make our own decisions. 

 

The project is honest, open and accessible. Your trust is important to us. 
Invest in Token CashPay, we will make our little world useful and profitable for everyone. 
 
Dear scammers, pass by, we have learned how to calculate you, you will not receive tokens and project 
money from us. 

 

Sincerely our FatyGroup team! 

 

 


